Title word cross-reference


1 [384]. O2 [486, 900]. R [598, 1570, 256]. $\rho$ [1971].

* [598]. *-tree [598].

dimensional [1110]. Nearest [1495].

-Shape [2578, 2579]. -tree [1570, 1190].

trees [2008, 1095, 1748, 256, 687, 1258].

-valued [698].

.KBMS [924].

/GraphLog [605]. /information [160].

0 [2123]. 0-8020-8860-0 [2123]. '00 [1764, 1791]. 007 [848]. 03 [2049].


Agent-Based [1386, 1607, 1588, 1198].
1826], Approximating [1747], Approximations [1439], April [2745, 1362], Arabic [568], ARANEUS [1550], arbitrary [2468], Archimedes [2613], Architectural [1092], Architecture [1324, 2338, 1658, 388, 2532, 1589, 138, 906, 1038, 753, 1158, 1968, 285, 128, 2119, 380, 108, 1763, 205, 582, 2054, 614, 390, 521, 125, 894, 126, 202, 681], Architectures [2424, 1414, 1044, 993, 756, 1140, 292, 1308, 1921, 680, 1307, 415, 1155, 1827, 1254, 1255, 796, 700], archival [30], Archive [1682], archiver [285], Archives [1746, 2428, 1888], archiving [861], ARCS [1065], area [1791, 159, 1926, 2230], Areas [2712, 2562], ARIADNE [1556, 1601], Ariel [545, 761], ARIES [805, 993, 2120], ARIES/CSA [993], ARIES/IM [805], ARISE [2174], ARISE/NISR [2174], arithmetic [1800], Arizona [1244], Arlington [1995], arms [2419], ARPA [973, 1222], ARPA/NSF [973], Array [1838], Array-Based [1838], Arrays [1644, 1501, 879, 1269, 442, 660, 685], art [2430, 1300, 208, 2503], ARTDB [1239], ARTDB-95 [1239], Artemis [2170], article [1331], artificial [140], AS/400 [951], ASCII [46], Asia [2460], automization [135], automorphic [1960], Autonomous [1047, 2053], Autoplex [2116], auxiliary [2008], Availability [39, 1547, 1042, 1728, 787, 785, 511, 1144, 769, 418], available [2344], Avi [1926], aviation [1845], avoid [773, 2267], Award [2302, 2243, 2268, 2445, 2530, 2319, 2397], awarding [2187], Awards [1447, 1598, 1674, 1695, 1207, 1226, 1330, 1353], aware [2461, 1814, 2430, 2054], Awareness [2370, 2549, 2514], Axioinic [176, 186], B [101, 255, 2008, 1110, 2202, 2246, 1095, 428, 687, 1572, 1889, 1190, 1748, 688, 47, 1258], B-tree [1110, 2202, 1572, 1889, 686], B-trees [255, 2246, 428, 688], B2B [1878, 1921, 1917, 1916], Back [1450, 2583, 2477, 690, 2487, 278], back-end [278], Backed [1699], backend [120, 121], Backup [1711, 788], Backward [1554], bad [2294], Baden [1359], Baden-Württemberg [1359], Baeza [2275], Baeza-Yates [2275], Ballis [2649], Balancing [1385, 2712, 1013, 1123, 332, 1128, 2369, 1864].
Bandwagon [1074]. bandwidth [1135]. BANG [394]. banks [2343]. Base
[2187, 315, 190, 801, 1896, 1967, 2577, 2280, 2169, 1765]. Bases
[2613, 1318, 182, 525, 153, 105, 649, 489, 74, 602, 670, 173, 175, 1102, 59, 455, 371, 183, 51, 191, 644]. basic
[94]. Basket
[1651, 1791]. Baskets
[1392]. battlefield
[916]. Bay
[2313]. Bayan
[568]. BCNF
[206, 461, 574]. BCS
[32]. be
[145, 495, 1925, 1940, 2243, 2230, 2689, 402]. beat
[827]. Beckman
[2519]. been
[224, 2067]. Beeri
[2433]. beginning
[2463]. Behavior
[762, 586]. Behaviour
[147, 359]. behavioural
[162]. Being
[2024, 2085, 2244, 2267, 2472]. Belief
[1627, 834]. Beliefs
[1442, 1939]. Bell
[845, 2088]. Bellcore
[617]. below
[2060]. Benchmark
[2498, 1381, 476, 2271, 2388, 1691, 827, 849, 1884, 847, 848]. Benchmarking
[2729, 2730, 405, 1751, 2498, 2156]. benchmarks
[1097, 754, 1782]. benefits
[2502]. Beng
[2614]. Berkeley
[2299, 632]. Berlin
[2654]. Bernstein
[2100]. Bertino
[2385]. BeSS
[1324, 1313]. Best
[2547, 2364, 1184, 2227]. better
[1268, 2268]. Between
[2589, 868, 150, 2428, 1296, 464, 909, 49, 768, 1297, 1978]. BEWEB
[2449]. Beyond
[2626, 2615, 1392, 1755, 2375, 2721, 371, 1707, 1659, 1169, 2330, 2311, 2219, 2656]. BeyondMR
[2626]. BeyondMR’16
[2615]. Bias
[2622]. Biased
[2672, 1715, 2671]. Bibliography
[841, 962, 745, 638, 639, 365, 1097, 746, 2083, 2451, 1098, 2235, 828, 1237, 1214]. bidirectional
[2404]. Bifocal
[1273]. Big
[2554, 2527, 2549, 2640, 2454, 2651, 2559, 2427, 2465, 2438]. BIGDATA
[2650]. BigDAWG
[2539]. biggest
[2293]. Bildschirmtext
[457]. Bilken
[2171]. billion
[1009]. billion-record
[1009]. billions
[1870]. bin
[1699]. binary
[87]. binding
[1218]. Bindings
[1597]. bio
[2080, 2078]. BIO-AJAX
[2078]. bio-molecular
[2080]. BioFast
[2081]. bioinformatics
[1974, 1791, 2073]. biological
[2079, 2078, 2102]. biologists
[2401]. BIRCH
[1257]. BIRTE
[2528]. BIRTE’14
[2555]. Bit
[1800, 84]. Bit-sliced
[1800]. Bitmap
[1512, 1635, 2008]. bitmapped
[1191]. Bitmaps
[1636]. blind
[2211, 2222, 2256, 2221]. block
[231]. Blockchain
[2706, 2707]. blocking
[636]. Bluetooth
[2033]. Bluetooth-based
[2033]. BNCOD
[1930]. BNR
[895]. board
[322, 2195, 2220, 2245, 2529, 2580, 2610]. boat
[1517, 1632]. Bob
[966]. body
[2002]. Bombay
[2253, 2464, 1243]. Book
[97]. Boolean
[277]. Boon
[2268]. boosting
[1803]. bootstrap
[2332]. Borkin
[204]. born
[610, 1875]. born-again
[1875]. Boston
[2746]. both
[574]. Bottom
[1647, 650]. Bottom-Up
[1647, 650]. bought
[2409]. bound
[2489]. Boundary
[1656]. bounding
[2234, 1111]. box
[1443]. BP
[2227, 2283]. BP-Mon
[2283].


databases [284, 715, 502, 490, 1884, 422, 2160, 1150, 1880, 301, 628, 638, 716, 1279, 538, 800, 2125, 729, 320, 627, 825, 2282, 1769, 1694, 2223, 310, 693, 901, 870, 1185, 1770, 2045, 2219, 2284, 2335, 2353, 352, 2434, 712, 227, 474, 724, 1812, 438, 698, 890, 1257, 612, 1568, 1569, 1215].


DB2 [1160, 1161, 1667, 1533, 1960, 1039, 1224].


DBLP-DB [2148]. DBMiner [1306].

DBMS [323, 2750, 496, 680, 546, 1435, 534, 356, 1054, 1091, 930, 1178, 425, 545, 1514, 205, 241, 263,


Induction [1804]. Industrial [2114, 1616, 1070, 1926, 2100].

Industrial-strength [2114].

Industrial/Academic [1616]. Industry [2204, 1459, 2498, 2097, 917, 912, 2303, 2409, 2441]. INDI [120, 121]. INEX [2233].

MPI [2721]. MQ [696]. MQSeries [1246]. MTW’06 [2241]. Much
[1317, 1519, 1928, 2408]. MUD [2279].
Muddle [1596]. Multi
multi-agent [1919]. multi-attribute
[759, 821]. multi-computer [116].
multi-continent [2275]. Multi-Database
[1425, 708]. Multi-Dimensional [1475, 1399, 1742, 2063, 1281, 1747, 658, 1785, 433].
Multi-disk [688]. multi-domain [455].
multi-join [2571, 1113]. multi-key [269].
Multi-Layer [2551]. multi-level [781, 643].
multi-linear [523]. multi-media [793].
Multi-Objective [2569].
multi-organizational [1909].
multi-paradigm [1192, 1987].
multi-parametric [1818]. multi-policy
[2201]. multi-query [1822].
Multi-Resolution [1679, 1830].
Multi-Similarity [1516]. Multi-Stage
[1737]. Multi-Step [1005, 1495].
Multi-system [941, 940]. Multi-table
[1191]. Multi-Terabyte [1746]. multi-user
[1127]. Multi-vendor [812].
Multiattribute [344]. multicast [1538].
Multidatabase [445, 618, 944, 1050, 1613, 912, 994, 588, 923, 1128, 713, 905, 1049, 1195, 823, 1289, 917, 721].
multidatabases [722, 794]. Multidimensional
[1439, 1561, 1620, 1326, 1504, 1634, 1383, 1814, 307, 1808, 1269, 2349, 299].
multidisciplinary [2393]. multifunctional
[111]. Multigranularity [1094]. Multikey
[305, 262]. multi-level
583, 648, 582, 403, 613. multilevel-secure
MultiMediaMiner [1563]. multimodel
[713]. multipaging [492]. Multiple
[1423, 1404, 1004, 1410, 1618, 1094, 184, 1505, 935, 1974, 1859, 258, 1306, 294, 599, 750, 674, 84].
Multiple-Data [1423]. multiple-level
[1306]. Multiplex [2116]. multiprocessing
[123]. multiprocessor [292, 512, 104].
MULTISAFE [202]. multitransputer
[928]. Multiversion
[601, 540, 653, 799, 531]. multiversioning
[777]. MultiView [1312]. multiway
[255, 725]. musical [413]. must [495].
Mutually [1523]. MVS [1672]. My
[2293]. MYRIAD [1059]. myself [2476]. myth
[2348].
n [1913, 827]. N-queens [827]. n-tier
[1913]. NAGA [2329]. Nagano [1546]. Nail
[862, 675]. Nanyang [2645]. NAOS
[172]. NASA [1368, 749, 1204, 730, 822].
Natassa [2689]. National
[1930, 135, 1220, 2473, 559]. Native
[600, 1989, 1873]. Natural
[2637, 2735, 2636, 2565, 2564, 2736, 922, 1957].
NAUDA [922]. Naughton [2085].
Navigation [1558, 888, 1868].
Navigational [2259, 2149]. NCCR
[2237]. Near
[2733, 2734]. Nearest
[1570, 1401, 1725, 1109, 1495]. nearing
[2192, 2480]. Nearly [1709]. NEC [2416].
necessary [402]. Need [1497, 702, 2100].
needle [1804]. Needles [2527]. needs
[2176]. negation [446]. Negotiation [1399].
Neighbour
[1401, 1725, 1495, 2733, 2734, 1199].
Neighbour [1570]. Neptune [334]. Nested
[677, 528, 2150, 2104, 527, 374, 463, 392, 701, 2161, 933, 384]. nesting [246, 369].
NESTREAM [2104]. NET [1322]. NetDB
[2372]. NetDB’05 [2191]. Network

OVRAMOS [2355].


Personalization [1755]. Personalized [2370, 1551]. Perspective [2694, 2700, 2729, 2604, 2659, 2725, 2572, 2727, 1536, 2692, 2698, 2576, 2735, 2673, 2574, 2578, 2608, 2636, 2630, 2665, 2667, 2706, 2602, 2661, 2696, 2635, 2570, 2663, 1663, 2568, 2564, 2606, 2600, 2739, 2632, 2702, 2743, 2704, 2669, 2741, 2566, 2628, 2634, 2731, 2671, 2733, 2737, 857, 546, 1919, 372, 181, 2357, 183, 324, 1201].

Propagation

Prolog

processes [1863, 2283, 2383, 1916, 1909].

processibility [504].

Processing

[1730, 1041, 1060, 1005, 1320, 2613, 1545,
1013, 2618, 581, 1409, 1411, 471, 166, 2640,
508, 2664, 1514, 1548, 2594, 1618, 1644, 2422,
2663, 2538, 1094, 600, 1501, 955, 2589, 1026,
1737, 1045, 2612, 2623, 2642, 580, 2687, 2508,
1881, 326, 217, 2147, 112, 871, 519, 379,
577, 754, 875, 1876, 378, 1143, 348, 232,
2421, 345, 1923, 2305, 2499, 353, 810, 2452,
928, 788, 796, 482, 2309, 220, 2367, 2350,
2251, 859, 906, 801, 2185, 1177, 904, 1957,
267, 475, 1952, 230, 107, 2651].

projector [903, 82, 854, 1235, 132].

Processors

[1012, 2508, 1270, 105, 119, 1011].

product [691, 2408].

Production

[551, 2639, 550,
762, 483, 545, 484, 548, 592, 813].

products [1070, 1413, 1152, 902, 1300, 1251, 2100].

professor [2243, 2320, 2268, 2144].

Profile

[2370].

Profiles [1452, 1912, 2205].

profiling [2490].

Program

[38, 2655, 8, 41, 311, 69, 2386, 1185, 2409, 20].

programmer [54].

Programming

[2203, 1419, 83, 389, 70, 71, 154, 676, 144,
325, 1469, 589, 160, 1693, 2387, 165, 1294,
463, 282, 499, 72, 921, 827, 2448, 585, 767,
78, 506, 49, 50, 143, 185, 678, 2353].

programming/object [362].

programs [342, 339, 1352, 184, 573, 650, 475].

Progress [2568, 986, 2036, 1949, 67].

Progressive [1830].

Project

[1055, 1427, 1047, 1419, 2677, 927, 2021,
1948, 1858, 1890, 2413, 420, 111, 2482, 1990,
2077, 726, 2327, 1795, 1786, 1312, 2020, 1314,
33, 2036, 2717, 1896].

Projected

[1623, 1714, 2456].

projection [1196].

projections [266].

projects [2285, 2441].

Prolog [498, 312, 427, 319, 279].

Prolog-INGRES [427].

proof [2205].

Propagation [1626, 1571, 671].

properties [75, 738, 2175].

proposals [1362, 1387, 967, 2320, 1363, 32].

proposed [1276, 2321].

Prospector

[1308, 1307].

Protein [1567].

Proteus [365].

protocol [799, 780, 2037, 652].

Protocols [1626, 771, 533, 444, 2059, 826, 1104, 786, 1232, 250].

Prototype [1422, 1057, 1430, 1059, 1431,
1613, 1563, 1865, 923, 929, 1862, 356, 1178,
1871, 1182, 925].

Prototypes [1704].

Prototyping [1048, 456].

Proud [1940].

Provenance [2228, 2646, 2292, 2711, 2656,
2621, 2443, 2164, 2356].

Prover [464].

Providing

[1555, 1554, 1033, 1268, 787, 1198].

Provision [1766].

Proxy [1827].

Proxy-server [1827].

Pruning [1483].

PSA [1539].

PTool [1186, 1051].

Public

[2505, 2131].

publication [2211, 2221].

Publications [2512, 2402, 2186].

publish [1538, 1806].

publishable [2319].

published [2067].

Publishing [1564, 66, 2267].

Pull

[1385].

Purdue [2151].

Purge [1114].

Purple [2326].

purpose [71, 2413, 2249, 291].

Push [1385, 1536].

Pushing [2524].

putting [424].

problems [2401].

PVLDB [2586].

Pyramid

[1494].

Pyramid-Technique [1494].

Qatar [2454].

QBI [1175].

QBIC [1173].

QDB [2458].

QDB10 [2426].

QUAD [305].

QUAD-trees [305].

Qualitative

[2123, 783].

Quality [1787, 2430, 2548, 2068,
2661, 2426, 2625, 2213, 2662, 2035, 1988,
1803, 2458, 2054, 2469, 1926, 2409].

Quality-aware [2430].

quantification [695, 2209].

quantified [246].

quantifier [519].

quantile [1801].

Quantiles [1518].

quantitative [1776, 1248].

Quark [1542].

quarks [2138].

QUASAR [2054].

Quasi [1439].

Quasi-Cubes [1439].

queens [827].

Queensland [948, 830, 2484].

QUEL [271].

Queries

Reports [25, 1465, 1346, 2203, 96].
Repositories [1479, 1256, 2400].
Repository [1298, 1601, 1305].
Representation [365, 1569, 2154, 375, 1455, 677, 5, 549, 6, 717, 139].
representations [85, 713, 732]. representing [691, 432, 542, 2134]. Reproducible [2599].
reputation [1970]. requests [578].
requirements [1154, 112, 81, 797, 2430, 888, 2119, 2031, 121, 242, 2185]. Research
[2689]. researchers [1958, 1874, 2142, 2252]. resemblance [718, 719]. resident [381].
residues [816]. resistant [1273]. Resolution [2688, 1679, 520, 1830, 479].
Resolving [464, 717]. Resource [1756, 2573, 1467, 2181, 1127, 361, 1281, 710, 1231].
Respect [2550]. Response
[1189, 840, 1753, 1064, 1331, 1128]. restarts [312]. Restricted [2638]. restrictions [515].
result [2377, 463, 1123, 709]. Results
[2637, 2636, 998, 1351, 1350, 671, 482].
Resumption [1712]. Rete [649].
Retention [1539, 772]. Rethinking
[2345, 1940]. RETINA [1868]. Retrieval
retrieval-intensive [855]. Retrieving
[935]. retrospective [731]. reusable [732].
reuse [2406]. Reusing [1485, 2162]. Reuter
[2483]. Revealing [2706, 2707]. Reverse
reviewer [2337]. Reviewing
[2679, 2398, 2321, 2211, 2222, 2256, 2221]. Reviews
[97, 214, 2320, 48, 52]. revised
[2004]. revisited
[2062, 1280, 519, 637, 374, 533, 500, 2490].
Revisiting [1411, 2419]. revitalized [2385].
revolution [2305]. rewrite [760].
Rewriting [1655]. Ricardo [275].
Richard [2678]. Richer [1477]. Rick
[2552, 2560, 2597]. RIDE [1071].
RIDE-ADS [1071]. RIDL* [541]. Rigaux
[2045]. right [523, 1524, 2230]. right- [523].
rights [368]. Ripple [1641]. RISC
[1270, 1008]. RMP [1509]. Road [2545].
Roadmap [1593]. Robust
[2726, 2725, 2052, 2550, 598, 1821]. ROLAP
[1503]. Role
[913, 957, 2625, 498, 217, 1921, 1874].
Role-Based [957]. roles [674]. Roll [1719].
Romania [937]. Ron [2619]. ROSE [397].
Ross [2027, 2641]. round [2571]. routines
[1693]. Row [2682]. RS [1728]. Rubinson
[2316]. Rufus [934]. Rule
Rule-Based [1487, 342, 589, 349, 1284, 386].
Rule-Processing [580]. Rulebase
[1322, 1321]. Rules
[547, 1392, 1391, 1435, 1487, 970, 1460, 1393,
Wavelet-Based Visualizations [1420, 883, 945]. Visualizing [2388, 718, 719, 661, 1699, 1771]. VSKyline [2382].


Washington [2755, 2500]. water [2035].

Waterloo [2745]. Wave [1402].

Wave-Indices [1402]. Wavelet [1520].

Wavelet-Based [1520]. Wavelets [1634].


Web [2252, 1151, 1765, 1679].

Web-available [2344]. Web-Base [1550].


WebDB [2394]. WebDB’98 [1568]. Webpage [2330].

WebSphere [1844]. weight [1186].

Weikum [2348]. went [2294]. were [250].


WHIPS [1431]. white [1245]. Who [22, 827]. Whole [2692, 2693, 2205]. Whom [22].

Wide [2083, 1342, 1295, 1943, 1428, 1436, 1151, 1791, 901, 1577]. wide-area [1791].


Will [215, 1478, 1874, 1925]. win [2302].

Window [1649, 2196, 2133]. Windows [233, 1143].

winds [832]. winning [2448].


Wizard [1553]. Won [1064]. won’t [1145, 1525]. WOODSS [2162].

Work [2504, 2710, 2712, 1755, 953, 55, 2036, 361, 1155, 905, 821, 1525, 1940, 2433].

work-in-progress [2036]. workability [2411, 2362]. Workaholics [988].

Workbench [1436]. Workflow [1675, 2229, 1587, 2459, 1554, 1476, 1167, 1436, 1456, 1300, 1346, 2160, 1345, 2495, 2166].
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